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High-Collision Gas Pressure 

Performance 

Injection 

1. hfroducfion 
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass 

spectrometry (FT-ICRLMS or FTMS) is a powerful 
analytical tool capable of ultrahigh mass-resolving 
power, precise mass measurement, multistage MSI 
MS, high mass range, ion remeasurement, simulta- 
neous detection of all ions, and long ion storage time. 
The principles, applications, and current develop- 
ments of analytical FT-ICRLMS have been thoroughly 
revie~ed.l-~'  Although the stated advantages of FT- 
ICRLMS are true and have been achieved individually 
or in certain combinations in various experiments, 
full realization of those advantages for analytical and 
bioanalytical applications has often been limited by 
the wide radial distribution of ions in an ICR ion trap. 
This article offers the first review of the ion axial- 
ization method, a newly developed technique which 
solves the radial distribution problem and greatly 
generalizes the above-stated advantages of FT-ICW 
MS. 

All FT-ICR experiments are conducted in an ICR 
ion trap which is enclosed in a high-vacuum chamber. 
A high-performance FT- ICWS spectrometer is typi- 
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cally equipped with a horizontal-bore superconduct- 
ing solenoidal magnet with a field induction of 3-7 
T. The vacuum chamber is placed inside the magnet 
bore so that the ICR trap is located in the most 
spatially homogeneous central magnetic field region. 

The frequency, v, (in hertz, Hz), of the well-known 
circular cyclotron motion of an ion in a plane per- 
pendicular to the magnetic field is (in the absence of 
the electrical potential) inversely proportional to 
mass-to-charge ratio, mlq, of the ion, v. = (qBY(2mn) 
(SI units), in which m and q are the mass and 
charge of the ion, and B is the magnetic field 
induction. The ion mass-to-charge ratio (usually 
expressed as  d z ,  in which m is mass in unified 
atomic mass units (u) and z is the number of 
elementary charges per ion) may thus be obtained 
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from measurement of the unperturbed cyclotron 
frequency, v,, of the ion. 

Trapping of ions in the presence of a strong 
magnetic field and a three-dimensional quadrupolar 
electrostatic potential is the foundation of virtually 
all FT-ICR experiments. Figure 1 shows the ap- 
proximately quadrupolar trapping potential gener- 
ated by the commonly used cubic ICR In the 
(axial) direction of the magnetic field, the potential 
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trapped. However, ions can lose energy in many 
ways in real IT-ICR experiments. Collisional damp- 
ing is the most common way for ions to lose energy. 
The initial amplitudes of ion cyclotron and axial 
motions (Figure 3 top left and right) decrease with 
time because a smaller cyclotron radius corresponds 
to lower kinetic energy and a smaller z amplitude 
corresponds to lower kinetic and potential energy. 
Although the magnetron orbit is stable in the absence 
of collisions or other mechanisms for ion energy loss, 
collisional damping causes the magnetron radius to 
expand since a large magnetron radius corresponds 
to lower (trapping) potential energy (Figure 3, top 
middle). Ions gradually migrate radially toward the 
electrodes parallel to the magnetic field and are 
eventually lost from the trap. 

For various ET-ICIUMS experiments, however, it 
is important to be able to trap ions a t  high neutral 
gas pressure for an extended period. For example, 
tandem mass spectrometry3° is conducted most ef- 
fectively by use of collision-induced dissociation which 
requires a high-collision gas pressure for ion activa- 
tion. A unique feature of ET-ICFUMS is its capability 
to remeasure high-mass ions, an experiment which 
requires many collisions to relax the ions back to the 
center of the trap for reexcitation.31 Ion internal 
energy needs to be reduced prior to accurate mea- 
surement of ion-molecule reaction rate constants: a 
large number of collisions may be needed to remove 
vibrational energy of an High-mass ions of 
great biological interest may be generated by matrix- 
assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)3Z-34 in 
which ions have high kinetic or electrospray 
i ~ n i z a t i o n ~ ~ - ~ *  in which ions exhibit lower (but wider 
distribution in) kinetic energy. High and/or a dis- 
tribution in ion kinetic energy is undesirable for high- 
resolution ICR detection. Collisional damping is the 
most efficient method for reducing ion kinetic energy. 
It is apparent that a method that could prevent or 
even reverse the magnetron expansion process would 
be highly desirable for extending the utility of FT- 
ICR/MS. 

As an aside, it is interesting to note that the 
current success of the quadrupole ion trap (QIT) mass 
spectrometer is due mainly to the introduction of ion 
cooling a t  high He buffer gas pres~ure.3~ Unlike an 
ICR ion trap with its electrostatic trapping potential, 
the high-amplitude rf driving voltage applied to the 
ring electrode of the QIT forms a so-called pseudo- 
potential which has an energy minimum a t  the center 
of the trap. Loss in energy by collisions causes ions 
to relax to positions near the center of the trap. 

The ion axialization method summarized in this 
article originated in the field of atomic physics, in 
which confinement of charged particles in a small 
volume in space is of great interest for precise 
measurements of fundamental properties of the 
particles. One of the most successful methods is use 
of a Penning trap to isolate one or a few electrons or 
atomic ions for a prolonged period (hours to monthdm 
For low-mass charged particles in a Penning trap, 
such as  electrons and protons, direct measurement 
of cyclotron motion is difficult because the cyclotron 
frequency is high and because the ion must be excited 
to such a large radius that the relativistic mass shift 
becomes significant (e.g., 3He+ a t  a cyclotron radius 
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is parabolic with a minimum a t  the center of the trap. 
However, on the transverse midplane (z = O), the 
potential is an inverted parabola with a maximum 
a t  the center of the trap. In the absence of a time- 
varying electric excitation field, ion motions may be 
considered to be a combination of three independent 
motions, namely cyclotron, magnetron, and axial 
motions (see Figure ZLZ9 The cyclotron frequency of 
an ion in a quadrupolar electrostatic trapping poten- 
tial is shitbd downward relative to v,, and the center 
of the cyclotron motion drifts along an isopotential 
contour due to the E x B force, in which E is the 
electrostatic trapping field and B is the magnetic field 
induction. The drift circular motion, or magnetron 
motion, is nearly independent of m/z ratio of the ion 
and (except a t  very high m/z) is much lower in 
frequency than v,. Ion axial motion is a simple linear 
harmonic oscillation whose frequency is inversely 
proportional to (ml~) '~.  

If energy dissipation mechanisms are not provided, 
these three motions are bounded and ions remain 
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Figure 1. Axial (left) and radial (right) electrostatic trapping potential in a cubic ICR ion trap. Along the magnetic field 
(z )  direction, the trapping potential is parabolic, with its minimum at the center of the trap. In the trap z = 0 midplane 
perpendicular to the magnetic field, the “bell-shape” potential surface (approximately parabolic near the trap center) has 
a maximum at the center of the trap. 

B t Y  

- 
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Figure 2. Natural motions of ions in a pure quadrupolar 
electrostatic trapping potential. In the absence of a time- 
varying electric excitation field, there are three indepen- 
dent natural periodic motions: cyclotron (small circles), 
magnetron (along an electric equipotential line such as that 
shown in the right-hand diagram of Figure l), and trapping 
(sinusoidal oscillation in the z direction). 

of -1 cm at 7 T travels at -1% of the speed of light!). 
Therefore, most Penning trap measurements are 
based on detection of ion axial oscillation at much 
lower frequency and much lower ion speed. Cyclo- 
tron and magnetron motions are detected indirectly 
by virtue of their coupling to the (directly detectable) 
axial motion. Although the electrodes of a Penning 
trap may be machined to near-perfect hyperboloids 
of revolution, the electrostatic potential nevertheless 
deviates significantly from a pure quadrupolar po- 
tential when ions move away from the center of the 
trap, due to truncation of the trap (to finite dimen- 
sions) and because of holes in the electrodes to  admit 
or expel ions. It is therefore necessary to  confine the 
ions near the center of the trap. The cyclotron radius 
of an electron may be reduced by radiation damping. 
Resistive damping of the current induced in the end 
cap electrodes by the electron axial motion dissipates 
the axial oscillation energy and lowers the axial 
amplitude. However, these energy loss mechanisms 
also cause the magnetron radius to expand. Wine- 
land and Dehmelt first proposed a method to couple 
magnetron motion to the resistively damped axial 
motion to reduce the magnetron rad i~s .~O,~l  The 
coupling was achieved by application of an excitation 
potential of xz symmetry at the combined frequency, 
wz + w-, in which w, is the axial oscillation frequency 
and w- is the magentron frequency (see below). Van 

Dyck, Schwinberg, and Delmelt developed a “side- 
band cooling” method based on the same principle.42 
The cooling method has become standard for single- 
ion Penning trap or “geonium” spectro~copy.~~ 

One could also think of coupling the magnetron 
motion to the damped cyclotron motion to  reduce the 
magnetron radius. Brown and Gabrielse proposed 
that cooling of magnetron motion by coupling to 
cyclotron motion in a Penning trap could be achieved 
by splitting the ring electrode and applying a qua- 
drupolar xy excitation potential at  frequency, w+ + 
0-, in which w+ is the cyclotron frequency.29 The 
coupling of magnetron and cyclotron motions was 
later studied in more detail by Bollen et ~ 1 . ~ ~  

All of the above methods are based on resistive 
damping (or laser cooling) which is ineffective for 
cooling heavy ions. The additional problem associ- 
ated with resistive cooling is the requirement that 
ion motion be coherent so that significant induced 
current passes through a resistor. For cooling of 
heavy ions on the other hand, collisional damping is 
by far the most efficient method. Magnetron cooling 
by quadrupolar excitation in the presence of colli- 
sional damping was first demonstrated experimen- 
tally by Savard et aLU for ions of a single m/z ratio. 

We carried out the first ion axialization with broad- 
band ICR detection by use of a dual-trap FT-ICR 
mass ~pectrometer .~~ Ions generated in the source 
compartment of the dual trap were subjected to 
aximuthal quadrupolar excitation at the unperturbed 
cyclotron frequency, wc = w+ + w-, of ions of the d z  
of interest in the presence of a high pressure of buffer 
gas. In this way, the magnetron radius of the ions 
could be reduced to less than the radius of the 
conductance limit separating the source trap from the 
analyzer compartment, so that axialized ions could 
be transferred to the analyzer for detection at  much 
lower pressure. With the ion axialization method, 
prolonged trapping at high buffer gas pressure, 
enhanced mass-resolving power, and improved mass 
selectivity under high space-charge conditions for 
laser-desorbed ions were dem~nst ra ted .~~ Speir et al. 
later showed that ion remeasurement efficiency in a 
single-compartment ICR trap could be improved by 
pulsing collision gas during the ion axialization 
inter~al .~’  For optimal ion axialization (see below), 
a relatively high buffer gas pressure stable for tens 
of seconds is required. However, ions should be 
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Figure 3. Effect of collisional damping on the three natural ion motions in an ICR ion trap. The top left shows exponential 
damping of cyclotron radius; top middle; exponential growth of magnetron radius; and top right, exponential damping of 
z oscillation amplitude. The bottom shows relative time rates of change of the three motional amplitudes-note that cyclotron 
radius is damped about twice as fast as axial oscillation and that both are damped at  rates much faster than the rate of 
increase of magnetron radius. 

detected at the lowest pressure possible to  attain high 
mass-resolving power. Although the dual-trap con- 
figuration allows separation of ion axialization and 
detection, the high pressure in the source trap causes 
a nonnegligible increase in pressure in the analyzer 
trap where ions are detected. That problem may be 
resolved by use of multiply pulsed buffer gas,48 
making it possible to axialize ions at nearly constant 
pressure and detect them at the lowest possible 
pressure. Mass-resolving power for laser-desorbed 
ions may be firrther improved by axialization en- 
hanced by a “digital heterodyne frequency drift 
correction method”.49 

Another important aspect in development of the ion 
axialization method is extension of single-frequency 
resonant axialization of ions of just one m/z ratio to  
broad-band axialization over wide m / z  range(s). A 
theoretical studySo has shown that interconversion 
of magnetron and cyclotron motion is closely related 
to excitation of a quantum mechanical two-energy 
level system (e.g., spin l/2 NMR). Indeed, the equa- 
tions of motion for the conversion process may be 
expressed in the form of the well-known Bloch 
equations. Therefore, excitation techniques devel- 
oped for broad-band population inversion in NMR 
(e.g., adiabatic rapid passage, “shaped” pulses) may 
be adapted directly for conversion between magne- 
tron and cyclotron motions. In practice, however, 
broad-band axialization can more easily be realized 
by use of repeated low-amplitude SWIFT azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation, by analogy to  NMR excitation 
at low “tip” angle.51 Each of the identical SWIFT 
excitation pulses converts a fraction of magnetron 
amplitude to cyclotron amplitude which is in turn 
collisionally damped before the next pulse. The axial- 
ization range is defined solely by the magnitude spec- 
trum of the SWIFT waveform, so that ions of arbi- 
trary m/z range(s) may be axialized simultaneously. 

Optimal instrumental technique development typi- 
cally requires deep understanding of the underlying 
theoretical principles, as well as analytical and (when 

necessary) numerical analysis of system behavior. In 
this review, we offer the first comprehensive analyti- 
cal treatment of the theory of resonant azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation in the presence of collisional 
damping. Starting from the quadrupolar electro- 
static (“trapping”) and quadrupolar time-varying 
(“excitation”) electric potentials in an ICR ion trap, 
we solve analytically the equations of ion motions in 
the presence of azimuthal quadrupolar excitation and 
collisional damping and then show how the ion 
trajectory depends on collisional damping rate and 
excitation amplitude. The present theoretical treat- 
ment of resonant azimuthal quadrupole excitation is 
formally very similar to that previously presented for 
the less common xz exc i t a t i~n ,~~  and its inclusion here 
is justified by the much more general interest and 
importance of azimuthal (xy) quadrupolar excitation. 
We also show how to relate the phases of the 
cyclotron and magnetron motions as a result of the 
magnetrodcyclotron interconversion process. 
Finally, in the Applications section, we offer repre- 
sentative examples illustrating the various advan- 
tages of the new axialization technique. 

/I, Quadrupolar Excitation Potential and 
Equations of Ion Motion 

The classical motion of an ion of mass, m, and 
charge, q, moving at  velocity, v (=ki + yj + kk), in a 
magnetic field, B, and electric field, E, in the presence 
of collisional damping force proportional to ion veloc- 
ity is described by the modified Lorentz equation (SI 
~ n i t s ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

mO = q(E + v x B) - myv (1) 

In most FT-ICR experiments, B is constant and 
spatially homogeneous, and its direction may be used 
to define the z axis (B = -Bk). y is the collision 
damping rate constant (s-l). The electric field, E, 
may be determined from the potential, @, inside the 
trap 
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E = -V@ (2) 

In the absence of Coulomb interactions, the electric 
potential is determined by the Laplace equation 

subject to  boundary conditions defined by the ICR 
ion trap geometry (see below). 

A. Electrostatic Trapping Potential 
Different ICR ion trap designs variously optimize 

excitation and/or detection electric field uniformity 
to  s u p p r e s ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  or signals at harmonic 
frequencies, and/or l i n e a r i ~ e ~ ~ , ~ ~  or 281-0~~ the axial 
electrostatic trapping field. However, as we shall 
show, a simple cubic trapz8 offers the best overall 
compromise for generating an approximately three- 
dimensional quadrupolar electrostatic potential for 
ion trapping, an approximately spatially uniform 
aximuthal dipolar time-varying electric field for 
excitation and detection of ion cyclotron motion, and 
an approximately azimuthal quadrupolar time-vary- 
ing electric potential for conversion of magnetron 
motion to cyclotron motion. Positive ions may be 
confined in a cubic ICR ion trap by applying a 
voltage, VT (positive relative to  the remaining elec- 
trodes) to  the pair of opposed trapping electrodes 
perpendicular to  the magnetic field direction. The 
boundary conditions for such a conventional trapping 
potential in a cubic trap of edge length, a (see Figure 
1) are 

(4) 
z = fa12 
x = fa12 or y = fa12 

Equation 3 may be solved subject to  the above 
boundary conditions by the variable separation 
method65 

rr 

cosh (2n + 1) x 

Taylor expansion of eq 5 through third order in x, y, 
and z about the trap center (x  = y = z = 0) yields the 
much simpler approximate expression 

in which VT is the "trapping" voltage applied to  the 
trapping plates, a is the trap edge length, and y' and 

a are trap geometry factors: y' = l13 and the second- 
order Taylor expansion coefficient, a, is 2.77373 for 
a cubic trap. Figure 1 shows the trapping potential 
along the z axis and in a cubic ICR ion trap. For the 
cubic trap, Figure 1 shows that along the z axis ( x  = 
y = 0), the potential is parabolic with a minimum 
value of vT/3 at the trap center ( x  = y = z = 0). 
Figure 1 also shows that in the xy midplane (z = 0) 
of the trap, the potential is maximal at the trap 
center and approaches zero at the "side" electrode 
boundary. 

B. Quadrupolar Excitation Potential in a Cubic 
ICR ion Trap 
As previously pointed out for azimuthal quadru- 

polar excitation,5O we need to solve a Laplace problem 
subject to  the boundary conditions 

(7) 
x = fa12 

in which V& is the excitation voltage applied to  
each "side" electrode. The potential for this boundary 
problem may be expressed as the superposition of two 
potentials 

@',(xy*Z) = @&.YY) + @'B(XY?) (8) 

with boundary conditions 

( 9 4  
y = fa12 or z = fa12 
x = fa12 

and 

'31 and '32 are antisymmetric with respect to  reflec- 
tion through the x = y plane. Thus, to  obtain the 
potential for the original geometry, we need only 
solve the Laplace equation for @1(xy,z) (eq 3). For- 
tunately, the above boundary problem is equivalent 
to  that for the electrostatic potential in a cubic trap 
(eq 4) with interchange of the z axis for the x or y 
axis. 

@,,(xy,z) = vxY(t> (22 + y2 - (loa) 

and 

3aV ( t )  
2a 

.+(x2 - y2) (11) 

Figure 4 shows equipotential surfaces for three 
different potential configurations of an ICR ion trap 
of square cross section. The electrostatic potential 
for a cubic trap is the familiar three-dimensional 
hyperbolic equipotential surfaces common to ICR and 
quadrupole ion traps.66 For a tetragonal ion trap 
extended infinitely along the axial (2)  direction, the 
dipolar potential used for excitation of ion cyclotron 
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Figure 4. Symmetry of each of three different electrical potentials in an ICR ion trap. The left shows electrostatic trapping 
potential is approximately three-dimensional quadrupolar, resonant a t  w+ (and 0- and 4; middle, time-varying electric 
excitation potential for magnetrodcyclotron interconversion is approximately azimuthal two-dimensional quadrupolar, 
resonant a t  0,; right, Azimuthal dipolar excitation potential is one-dimensional spatially linear. 

motion is approximately one-dimensional and the It is algebraically convenient to express the azi- 
azimuthal quadrupolar excitation potential of eq 11 muthal motion of eq 15 in complex coordinates (x,iy) 
is two-dimensional. All three pictures represent 
approximate representations which become exact at  + iw,Q + y~ - 1/zw()32@ + @,,(t> e* = o (19) 
the center of the trap. 

C. E uations of Ion Motion under Azimuthal @ = x + i y  ( 2 0 4  

e* = x  - iy (20b) 

in which 

Qua 8 rupolar Excitation 
During azimuthal quadrupolar excitation, the elec- 

tric field is the superposition of the trapping and the D, V-Vector Representation of Equations of 
excitation fields. From eqs 6 and 11, Motion for MagnetronKyclotron lnterconversion 
E = - ~ [ < P T  + <PV] Brown and G a b r i e l ~ e ~ ~  originally suggested that 

the above azimuthal motion eq 19 may be further 
simplified by introduction of two new “V-vector” = -v v, y’ - 3 x 2  +y2 - 2 2 2 q  + [ [  2a complex variables, V+ and V- 

3aV (t) 

2a 
3aVV(t) 

V = + i q  = - iw-e ( 2 1 4  

(21b) V = V; + iy = Q - io+@ 

+x2 - Yz)] 

=-wz m 2  [xi+yjl--ww, m z  zk- [xi - yjl 
2q 4 a’ 

(I2) in which 

(22a) q = x + w 3  

(22b) 

V ; = x + w + y  (22c) 

q = y - w + x  (22d) 

2 + yz + w,Zz = 0 (14) w * = p  0, JZ --- (224  

in which 

2 q v T  
= (7) (13) q = y  - w-X 

is the axial or z oscillation frequency. On substitu- 
tion into eq 1, eq 12 may be analyzed into an equation 
for axial motion and one for azimuthal motion 

@ - w,k x p + y p  - ‘ / p ; p  + @,,(t) [xi - yjl = 0 Here wc is the unperturbed cyclotron frequency, w+ 
is the reduced cyclotron frequency, and w- is the 
magnetron frequency. V+ and V- represent the 
cyclotron and magnetron velocities, including both 
the orbital motion in the absence of power absorption 
and the time rate of change of cyclotron and magne- 
tron radius due to power absorption. V+ and V- may 
also be thought of as coordinates for cyclotron and 
magnetron motions treated as independent “normal 
modes”. 

The complex position, e, and its derivative (0) may 
be expressed as functions of V+ and V- 

(15) 
in which 

3qaVxy(t) 
ma2 

(16) 4?&> = 

and 

= x i  + y j  (17) 
is the radial position vector, and 

(18) i(V - V) w, = crB 
( 2 3 4  m 

is the unperturbed ion cyclotron frequency. @ = -  w + - w -  
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= O  0 -)?+ - a -k0 0 
0 ko q=-A 0 
k0 0 

Guan et al. 

and 

(The quantity, w+ - w-, is called the “parametric” 
frequency.) The azimuthal motion equations may 
then be rewritten as 

in which 

+. Y W ,  

= w + - w -  

= O & - w -  
- YO- 

and 

and 

There is simple relation between Q(t)  and the fie- 
quency of interconversion between magnetron and 
cyclotron modes during azimuthal quadrupolar reso- 
nant excitation in the absence of collisional damping 
(see next section). When only the interconversion 
between magnetron and cyclotron motion is consid- 
ered, V+* may be dropped from eq 24a and V-* may 
be dropped from eq 24b, since they rotate twice as 
fast as V+ and V-, leaving 

Q(t+ - * - 0 (28b) dTr -+ i w - T  - 7 - T  + i- dt 2 

111. Resonant Azimuthal Quadrupolar Excitation 
Solution of the azimuthal ion motion eqs 28 is 

much simplified when the applied excitation voltage, 
V&), oscillates at the resonant frequency, wc = w+ + w-,  of the conversion process: 

Vxy(t) = Vxyo sin w,t (29) 

Q(t)  may then be rewritten as 

Q(t) = 2k0(eiwJ - e (30) 
in which 

(31) 

As suggested by Bollen et u Z . * ~  we use the following 

transformation to simplify further eqs 28: 

v(t) = A+(t) e-iw+t 

T ( t )  = A-(t) e-iw-t 
Equations 32a and 32b may be interpreted 
formations to  coordinate - frames rotating at the 
cyclotron and magnetron frequencies, respectively. 
Substituting eqs 32 into eqs 28, we obtain equations 
describing the (much slower) motions in the cyclotron 
and magnetron rotating frames: 

dA+ 
dt - -r+A+ - jkd-* (334 -- 

or, in x and y 

Solution of the four equations is equivalent to  a 
standard eigenvalue problem whose eigenvalues may 
be obtained from the roots of the characteristic 
equation 

The equation has two degenerate eigenvalues 

(34) 

(35) 

in which q+, q-, and ko are defined by eqs 25 and 31, 
respectively. The solutions to eqs 33 may now be 
expressed as linear combinations of the eigenfunc- 
tions, and eA-t 

in which C1, Ca, D1, and D2 are constants which 
depend on the initial conditions for A+(t) and A-(t)  
(or V+(t) and V-(t)): 
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The final solution for V+(t) and V-(t) may then be 
expressed in the form 

A. Relation between V-Vectors and Cyclotron and 
Magnetron Radius Vectors 

Up to this point, we have extensively used the 
V-vector formulation to derive the equations of ion 
motion. Although the V-vectors defined in eqs 21 
completely describe the ion azimuthal position and 
velocity at any given instant, it is useful to relate 
them to the more familiar cyclotron and magnetron 
radius. We therefore first rigorously define magne- 
tron and cyclotron radius. In the absence of excita- 
tion, the position (in complex notation, as usual), e, 
of an ion may be written as the sum of the two 
independent cyclotron and magnetron components 

(39) x + iy = @+e -iw+t + 
in which e+ and e- are the cyclotron and magnetron 
radii. The relation between the rotating-frame A- 
vectors (eqs 36) and the cyclotron and magnetron 
radii may be found by substituting eqs 32 and eq 23a 
into eq 39 to give 

By comparing the coefficients preceding 
e-iw-t , we find 

and 

iA+ e+ = - @+ - 0- 

iA- 
w+ - w- e- = (41b) 

Finally, from the relation between the rotating-frame 
A-vectors and the lab-frame V-vectors (eqs 321, we 
find the relation between the V-vectors and magne- 
tron and cyclotron radius: 

Figure 5. Real part of eigenvalues for resonant quadru- 
polar excitation in the presence of collisional damping. In 
the region between a and b,  1- is positive and A+ is 
negative, indicating magnetron expansion and cyclotron 
damping. Between b and c, both magnetron and cyclotron 
motions are damped, but a t  different rates. If the excita- 
tion amplitude is beyond the point c, cyclotron and mag- 
netron motions are damped at  the same rate and they are 
interconverted periodically back and forth. (See text.) 

B. Ion Tra'ectory during Resonant Azimuthal 

Damping 
Quadrupo I ar Excitation andlor Collisional 

Ion trajectories for resonant azimuthal quadrupo- 
lar excitation and/or collisional damping are com- 
pletely described by the solution (eqs 28) of the 
azimuthal equation of ion motion and its eigenvalues 
(eq 35). Figure 5 shows the real part of the eigen- 
values as a function of azimuthal quadrupolar excita- 
tion amplitude, VZ,,o. We next consider various 
qualitatively different ion behaviors corresponding to 
different experimental conditions. 

1. Collisional Damping, No xy Excitation (Vv0 = 0) 
In the absence of xy excitation (It0 = 0 on the 

ordinate axis in Figure 5) ,  the eigenvalues are real, 
A+ = -$ and A- = q-. Cyclotron and axial motions 
behave as damped harmonic oscillators (i.e., negative 
damping rate constant in eqs 43a and 43c, respec- 
tively), whereas magnetron velocity increases expo- 
nentially with time (i.e., positive damping rate con- 
stant in eq 43b): 

V(t> = V(O)e-q+te-iw+t ( 4 3 4  

In more familiar terms, we may use eqs 42 to express 
eqs 43a and 43b in terms of cyclotron and magnetron 
radii: 
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The damping rate constants for cyclotron and axial 
motions are q+ (=(yw+)/(w+ - w-)) and y/2,  respec- 
tively. The rate constant for increase in magnetron 
motion is q- (= (yw-)/(w+ - w-)). The trajectories of 
the three motions are shown in Figure 3, along with 
a graph showing the time evolution of cyclotron 
radius, magnetron radius, and trapping oscillation 
amplitude on a common time scale. Note that the 
cyclotron radius damps about twice as fast, 2w+/ 
(w+ - w-) ,  as the trapping oscillation amplitude, and 
that the cyclotron radius damps much faster, (factor 
of w+/w-), than the magnetron radius grows with 
time due to ion-neutral collisions. These relative 
amplitudes account for the efficacy of azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation for axialization of ions, be- 
cause such excitation converts magnetron motion to 
cyclotron motion, which is then collisionally damped 
rapidly so that ions end up with very small magne- 
tron radius (i.e., “axialized”). 

2. Azimuthal Quadrupolar Excitation at Frequency we 

In this section, the initial axial amplitude and 
cyclotron radius are taken to be zero. This assump- 
tion is justified in actual experiments, because (see 
Figure 3) cyclotron and axial motion are rapidly 
cooled to near-zero amplitude by ion-neutral colli- 
sions, before azimuthal quadrupolar excitation is 
applied. Because the exponential growth in magne- 
tron radius is much slower than damping of cyclotron 
and axial motions, such initial cooling does not result 
in ion radial diffusive 
a. No Collisional Damping ( y  = 0), Magne- 

trodCyclotron Interconvesion. In the zero-pres- 
sure limit (i.e., zero collisional damping), the eigen- 
values become 

Guan et al. 

A+ = -iobeat 

A- = iwbeat 

(44a) 

(44b) 
in which 

If the initial cyclotron radius is zero, V+(O) = 0, the 
V-vector may be written 

~ + ( t )  = iV-(O)  sin(cobeatt)e-iw+t ( 4 6 4  

It is clear that initially pure magnetron motion is 
converted into pure cyclotron motion after an irradia- 
tion period, t = d ( 2 O b e a t )  and pure cyclotron motion 
is converted back into pure magnetron motion after 
an equal additional period (see Figure 6). I t  is of 
interest to  note that the cyclotron motion and mag- 
netron motions have 90” initial phase difference, even 

t Y  I Y  

- 1  

Figure 6. Successive stages of ion motion during azi- 
muthal quadrupolar excitation at  oc, in the absence of 
collisional damping. Beginning at  upper left with pure 
magnetron motion (zero cyclotron radius), magnetron mo- 
tion is completely converted to pure cyclotron motion after 
zl2 radians of phase at  the “beat” frequency (upper right), 
and eventually back to  pure magnetron motion after x 
radians of phase a t  the ‘%eat” frequency, Ob&. (See text.) 

though the initial cyclotron amplitude is zero (see eqs 
46c and 46d). 

b. Collisional Damping, Low-Amplitude Azi- 
muthal Quadrupolar Excitation. When the qua- 
drupolar excitation amplitude is low (i.e., V& < VXyd1) 
in Figure 5 ) ,  the eigenvalues, A+ and A-, correspond- 
ing to cyclotron and magnetron motion are real and 
A+ < 0 and A- > 0. Thus, the cyclotron amplitude 
damps and the magnetron motion expands exponen- 
tially with time (Figure 7, upper left). The damping 
and expansion rates depend on the excitation ampli- 
tude, VXyo. When 

A- = 0 (47) 
or 

the magnetron radius remains constant during qua- 
drupolar irradiation (see Figure 7, upper right). 
Equation 47 corresponds to  the zero-pressure limit, 
and eq 48 corresponds to  a magnetron “confinement” 
condition for which the collision-induced expansion 
in magnetron radius is exactly balanced by the 
magnetron radius damping due to incipient conver- 
sion to cyclotron motion (which is in turn rapidly 
damped by collisions). 

c. Collisional Damping, Intermediate-Ampli- 
tude Azimuthal Quadrupolar Excitation. At 
higher quadrupolar excitation amplitude, the mag- 
netron radius is also damped by collisions (Le., VxYo 
> VXyd1)). The eigenvalues, A+ and A- are still both 
real and they are negative (Le,, both cyclotron and 
magnetron radii are damped by collisions). The 
absolute value of A+ is smaller than q+, indicating 
that cyclotron motion damps at a slower rate than 
in the absence of quadrupolar excitation. This situ- 
ation represents a sort of “critical” damping- 
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higher excitation amplitude, magnetron motion is 
damped, but initial magnetron potential energy is 
converted into cyclotron kinetic energy, and ions may 
be lost because of too-large cyclotron radius and/or 
due to increased cyclotron kinetic energy resulting 
in collisional activation. 

Magnetron Expansion Magnetron Confinement 

' Y  !' 

I 
Magnetron Damping 

Mag netronlC yclotron 
Conversion and Damping 

Figure 7. Qualitative ion trajectory behavior for each of 
four different azimuthal quadrupolar excitation ampli- 
tudes, for a given collision rate, for ions with zero initial 
cyclotron radius and nonzero initial magnetron radius. At 
zero excitation amplitude (upper left), the magnetron 
radius continues to  expand exponentially. At sufficient 
excitation amplitude (upper right), the magnetron radius 
is held constant. At even higher excitation amplitude 
(lower left), the magnetron radius damps exponentially 
with time, but cyclotron motion never appears. Finally, 
at  very high excitation amplitude (lower right), magnetron 
and cyclotron radii damp a t  the same rate and the two 
motions periodically interconvert. See text for expressions 
describing the boundaries between these limiting behav- 
iors. 

magnetron motion is never converted to cyclotron 
motion; rather, collisions damp the cyclotron radius 
to  zero faster than magnetron motion can be con- 
verted to  cyclotron motion. This ion behavior re- 
mains qualitatively the same in the range, V,,o(l) < 
V,,O < Vxy~(2) ,  where 

corresponding to 

(49) 

(50) 
Figure 7 (lower left) shows damping of magnetron 
motion at the maximal (eq 49) rate ((-$ + q-)/2). 

d. Collisional Damping, high-Amplitude Azi- 
muthal Quadrupolar Excitation. For quadru- 
polar excitation amplitude greater than Vxy~(2) ,  the 
imaginary part of the eigenvalues is no longer zero, 
indicating that magnetron motion is periodically 
converted to cyclotron motion (anbback to magnetron 
motion). The real parts of A+ and A- are equal and 
negative; therefore both cyclotron and magnetron 
motions are damped at the same rate (Figure 7, lower 
right). Thus, in ion axialization experiments, it is 
desirable to  apply quadrupolar excitation with an 
amplitude equal to V,O(~). At that excitation ampli- 
tude, ions are axialized at the maximal rate, and 
magnetron motion is not converted to cyclotron 
motion. At- lower excitation amplitude, magnetron 
motion is damped more slowly (if at all), whereas at 

C. Exact Potential Computation and Ion 
Trajectory Simulation 

All of the theory developed in the proceeding 
sections is based on assumed pure axial quadrupolar 
trapping potential and pure azimuthal quadrupole 
excitation potential. In an actual (e.g., cubic or 
cylindrical) ICR ion trap, both trapping and excita- 
tion potentials deviate significantly from quadrupolar 
form as ions move away from the center of the trap. 
Ion trajectories in such nonquadrupolar potentials 
may not be accurately predicted by the relatively 
simple analytical solutions presented here. We have 
therefore developed a numerical method to calculate 
ICR ion trap potentials with high precision and to 
simulate ion trajectories subjected to a variety of 
trapping and excitation  condition^.^^,^^ 

For example, Figure 8 shows two-dimensional 
isopotential contours in the xy midplane (z = 0) for 
an azimuthal quadrupolar excitation potential ap- 
plied to a cubic trap, along with isopotential contours 
for a pure azimuthal quadrupolar potential for com- 
parison. Near the center of the trap, the actual 
azimuthal quadrupolar excitation potential is well 
approximated by a pure quadrupolar potential. 

Figure 9 shows simulated ion trajectories in a cubic 
trap subject to  static trapping in the absence of 
collisions or excitation (left), collisional damping in 
the absence of excitation for zero trapping oscillation 
amplitude (middle), and axialization produced by 
quadrupolar excitation in the presence of collisional 
cooling for zero trapping oscillation amplitude (right). 
Our simulation algorithm is readily adapted to take 
into account various nonlinear effects (e.g., Coulomb 
repulsions between ions) and other experimental 
conditions (e.g., holes in various electrodes), provides 
for visualization in real-time video format, and 
simulates the induced ICR signal generated by an 
ensemble of many ions. 

/V, Broad-Band Azimuthal Quadrupolar 
Excitation 

The theory described in the previous sections shows 
that ions of a single mass to charge ( d z )  ratio (Le., 
a single oc value) may be axialized by azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation at the unperturbed cyclotron 
frequency, oc. For analytical mass spectra, it is more 
desirable to axialize ions over a broad m h  range. The 
extension of single-frequency or resonant axialization 
to broad-band procedures requires understanding of 
ion motion response to  broad-band azimuthal qua- 
drupolar excitation. Surprisingly, the magnetron-to- 
cyclotron interconversion is not a linear process. In 
the following sections, we first establish a connection 
between magnetrodcyclotron interconversion and an 
excitation process in a quantum mechanical two 
energy level system and then discuss a practical 
method to achieve broad-band axialization based on 
linear response theory. 
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Azimuthal Pure Quadrupolar 
Potential (x2- y2) 

Simulated Azimuthal 
Quadrupolar Potential 
for a Cubic Trap; z = 0 

Figure 8. Two-dimensional isopotential contours of a perfect azimuthal quadrupolar excitation potential (left) and the 
numerically computed potential at the midplane of a cubic ICR ion trap (right). Near the center of the trap, the cubic trap 
potential closely approximates the pure quadrupolar potential. 

z-Oscillation 

Y 

B 

t "  

Cyclotron 
Motion 

Figure 9. Numerical simulation of ion trajectories in a cubic ICR ion trap, for an ion of m/z 1000; initial position, (O.&, 
0 , O . W ;  initial kinetic energy, 0.065 eV (equivalent to 500 K temperature); and 2 V trapping voltage. Lek projection of 
three-dimensional simultaneous periodic cyclotron, magnetron, and axial motions in the absence of collisional damping 
and electric excitation. Addition of collisions represented as friction with damping constant, 10000 5-1 (middle) quickly 
damps the cyclotron and axial motions, while the magnetron radius grows exponentially at a slower rate. Once the cyclotron 
and axial motions are nearly completely damped (right), azimuthal quadrupolar excitation at the unperturbed cyclotron 
frequency (2Vp-,) periodically interconverts magnetron and cyclotron motion and damps the cyclotron radius to bring ions 
back to the center of the trap after a few magnetron cycles. This simulation provides an accurate picture of what happens 
in actual experiments. (Reprinted from ref 68. Copyright 1994 Elsevier.) 
A. Relation of MagnetronlC clotron Conversion v =  COS(^/^) e'*- (53b) 

in which ry+ and ry- are the respective phases of v+ 
and V-. The amplitudes of V+ and V- are sin(0/2) 
and cos(W2). (For single-frequency resonant excita- 
tion, 0/2 = ob,&) In eqs 53, it is understood that 0 
5 0 5 n, so that the V-vector amplitudes are positive. 

to a Quantum Mechanical .y wo-Level Spin System 
In the absence of collisional damping ( y  x O), eq 

28 simplifies to 

d V  . Q(t) 
- + lw+V - i __ V* = 0 (51~)  
dt 2 Equations 51 may be combined to yield 

d V  . Q(t) 
- + 1 w - v  + i-V* = 0 
dt 2 (51b) (x dB cos 0 + i(* - w )  sin e) e'+ = i cos e ~ ( t )  (54) dt 

(For single-frequency resonant excitation, P( t )  is 
given by eq 30.) It can be provedm that 

in which 

@ =  vj+ + ry- (55a) 
l V 1 2  + I T 1 2  = c (52) 

in which C is a constant determined by the initial 
conditions. Equation 52 is formally analogous to the 
equation for a circle: x2 + y2 = rO2. Therefore, the 
conservation of IV+I2 + IV-I2 suggests the following 
transformation for the normalized V-vectors: 

V+ = sin(0/2) eip+ (53a) 

0 = w+ + w- (5%) 
Guan has pointed out that eq 54 is formally identical 
to the Bloch equations which describe the evolution 
of a quantum mechanical two-level system (e.g., a 
particle of spin one-half in a static magnetic field) in 
spherical coordinates.?0 In the present case, w is 
positive in sign because the applied static magnetic 
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B. Conservation of Ion Cloud Dimensions 
An important consequence of eq 52 is that the 

radius of the ion cloud is not changed by an  arbitrary 
excitation which completely converts magnetron mo- 
tion to cyclotron motion. For example, suppose that 
the ion initial cyclotron radius is zero and the initial 
magnetron radius is nonzero (V+(O) = 0, V(0 )  = 
V-initial), and that the excitation completely converts 
magnetron motion to cyclotron motion after a time 
period, T (V+(T) = V’find, V-(T) = 0). According to 
eqs 42, the radius of the ion cloud is described by the 
radius of magnetron motion before excitation and by 
the cyclotron radius after excitation: 

Pure magnetron motion L 

I Pure cyclotron motion 

rmagnetron 0~ COS (8’2) 

rcyclotro” = sin (W 
Q = cyclotron phase + magnetron phase 

Figure 10. Magnetron-to-cyclotron conversion, in a three- 
dimensional vector display modeled after a Bloch equation 
representation of magnetization trajectory during resonant 
excitation of a two-level quantum mechanical spin-% 
system in the absence of relaxation. The “north pole” 
(analogous to equilibrium magnetization) represents pure 
magnetron motion, and the %outh pole” (inverted magne- 
tization) represents the pure cyclotron motion. Azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation for one-fourth cycle of the “beat” 
frequency (see text) has the effect of a ‘‘n pulse”, and 
converts magnetron motion completely into cyclotron mo- 
tion. (See eq 53.) 

field is defined to lie along the negative z axis, leading 
to counterclockwise rotation of o+ and o-. 

Equations 54 and 55 imply that a complete conver- 
sion from magnetron motion to cyclotron motion 
corresponds to  an excitation process that takes the 
“flip angle”, 8, from 0 to n. The analog between 
magnetrodcyclotron interconversion and excitation 
of a two-level spin system allows one to display the 
conversion process by the familiar three-dimensional 
vector model for dipolar excitation of an equilibrium 
magnetgmoment (see Figure 10). From careful 
study of the properties of eq 54, an algorithm for 
generating optimal excitation pulses has been pro- 
posed.70 The use of the algorithm for producing a n/2 
notch excitation pulse has been demonstrated. For 
the purpose of complete conversion of magnetron and 
cyclotron motion, it is necessary to generate n pulses. 
Thus far, there is no general method for generating 
an inversion pulse with an arbitrary broad-band 
magnitude-vs-frequency profile; however, consider- 
able progress has been made.71 Although the hyper- 
bolic secant pulse for inversion over a range of 
resonance frequencies is the only one whose response 
can be expressed ana ly t i~a l ly ,~~ several other pulse 
shapes can achieve population inversion.73 A more 
general approach for generating a (nonselective) 
adiabatic rapid passage inversion pulse has been 
proposed by Pines and c o - ~ o r k e r s . ~ ~  

Once magnetron motion has been completely con- 
verted to  cyclotron motion, collisional damping of the 
cyclotron motion axializes the ions. Mass selectivity 
of axialization depends on the frequency selectivity 
of the quadrupolar excitation and on the efficiency 
of collisional damping. 

IT in i t i a l J  

io+ - 0- @-,initid = 

and 

From eqs 46, we have 

(57) 

Therefore, the final radius of the ion cloud (@find) is 
equal to  its initial value 

(58)  - 
@+,final - @-,initial. 

C. Phase Conservation of Individual V-Vectors 
Equation 54 describes time evolution of the am- 

plitudes of V+(t) and V-(t) and the combined phase, 
cp = q+ + q-, in which q+ is the phase of cyclotron 
motion and q- is the phase of magnetron motion. 
However, the phases of individual V-vectors are not 
defined in the equation. Unlike the two-level spin 
system, for which the equilibrium magnetization 
(zero flip angle) has no defined phase, the magnetrod 
cyclotron system always has a definite phase, ranging 
from zero phase for pure magnetron motion to n 
radians for pure cyclotron motion. Fortunately, for 
the purpose of ion axialization, the phase is irrelevant 
because the magnetron and cyclotron radii during 
magnetrodcyclotron interconversion by azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation do not depend on the absolute 
or relative phases of the two motions. 

The time evolution of cyclotron and magnetron 
phases during resonant azimuthal quadrupolar ex- 
citation can be rendered experimentally observable 
by use of an off-center ICR ion trap to create coherent 
magnetron motion.75 Magnetron-to-cyclotron inter- 
conversion is ordinarily not directly detectable, be- 
cause ions are usually distributed with random 
magnetron phase. However, by forming ions with an 
off-axis electron beam whose duration is short com- 
pared to one magnetron cycle, we can produce coher- 
ent magnetron motion, which may then be converted 
to coherent cyclotron motion for detection, as shown 
in Figure 11. In that figure, two ion packets differing 
by 180” in initial magnetron phase were created to 
demonstrate quadrupolar detection as well as qua- 
drupolar magnetron-to-cyclotron conversion. Note 
that the cyclotron phase diference between the two 
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Figure 11. Dipolar detection at frequency, v+ (top) and 
quadrupolar detection at frequency, 2v+ (bottom), following 
quadrupolar complete magnetron-to-cyclotron conversion 
of two ion packets whose initial magnetron phases are 
determined by the delay between the two short electron 
beam pulses that created the two packets. Ion packets with 
initial magnetron phase difference of n radians (leading 
to final cyclotron phase difference of n radians) give zero 
dipole and maximal quadrupole signals. Experimental 
data (electron beam, 500-1750 pA, -20 eV energy, and 
250 ps duration) are shown as open circles, in excellent 
agreement with theoretical solid curves based on eq 45. 
(Reprinted from ref 75. Copyright 1994 American Institute 
of Physics.) 

ion packets after magnetron-to-cyclotron conversion 
is the same as the initial magnetron phase difference 
between the two ion packets before conversion. The 
reader is referred to  Chen et al. for more details.75 

Most generally, we now show how the absolute 
cyclotron phase of an  individual ion packet following 
magnetron-to-cyclotron conversion is related to the 
absolute magnetron phase before conversion, for an 
arbitrary excitation waveform. Although eqs 51 
completely determine the ion trajectories, it is more 
convenient to express the V-vectors in terms of the 
flip angle, 0(t) ,  and the magnetron and cyclotron 
phases, v-(t) and vi-@). By solving the Bloch equa- 
tions in the absence of relaxation, eq 54, we may 
obtain 0(t)  and $(t>, from which the time evolution of 
the desired magnetron and cyclotron phases, v-(t) 
and q+(t), may be obtained by substituting eqs 54 
into eqs 51 individually, and then integrating with 
respect to time: 

and 

For example, in the simplest case of resonant single- 

Azimuthal Quadrupolar SWIFT Irradiation - ”* 7% 

U - 
Axialization Period 

Figure 12. Broad-band axialization procedure. A train 
of azimuthal quadrupolar SWIFT excitations, each of 
amplitude corresponding to a small “tip angle”, 8, in Figure 
10, reduces magnetron radii of ions stepwise. Each step 
converts only a fraction of magnetron radius to  cyclotron 
radius and the cyclotron radius damps nearly to zero before 
the next repetition. After many such stages, the large 
initial magnetron radius is reduced to  zero. (Reprinted 
from ref 51. Copyright 1994 American Institute of Phys- 
ics. ) 

frequency excitation at wc, the integral in eq 59 
vanishes: the magnetron phase during azimuthal 
quadrupolar excitation thus evolves as it would in 
absence of such excitation, namely, +(t) = q - ( O )  + 
w-t, and the cyclotron phase evolves at the reduced 
cyclotron frequency, q+(t) = q + ( O )  + w+t. Thus, the 
magnetron and cyclotron radii vary sinusoidally 
during azimuthal quadrupolar excitation, but their 
respective phases evolve unaffected by that excita- 
tion. 

D. Broad-Band Axialization by Repeated SWIFT 
Azimuthal Quadrupolar Excitation 

Theoretically, ion axialization over a broad m/z 
range can be accomplished by the procedure devel- 
oped in the previous section in which magnetron 
motion of ions in the range of interest is completely 
converted to cyclotron motion by a broad-band “n” 
pulse. The cyclotron motion is then cooled by colli- 
sional damping. As mentioned earlier, shaped pulses 
to produce highly selective broad-band excitation are 
not fully understood analytically and no single shaped- 
pulse method is widely applicable. In ICR, there is 
the additional problem that the excitation potential 
is far from pure azimuthal quadrupolar except near 
the trap center. For all of these reasons, high- 
amplitude single-event azimuthal quadrupolar exci- 
tation has not been successful in producing highly 
selective magnetron-to-cyclotron conversion over a 
wide m/z range. 

However, suppose that ions have near-zero initial 
cyclotron and axial motional amplitudes, as a result 
of collisional cooling before any axialization process. 
If the azimuthal quadrupolar excitation is sufliciently 
low in amplitude, then the corresponding magnetron- 
to-cyclotron conversion process is linear, just as 
magnetic resonance low-amplitude excitation is lin- 
ear in the limit of sufficiently small (sin 0 e 0) “tip 
angle”. We may therefore apply a train of low- 
amplitude successive identical stored waveform in- 
verse Fourier transform (SWIFT) excitations51 (Fig- 
ure 12, top), in azimuthal quadrupolar mode, to ions 
in the presence of a buffer gas. The stored waveform 
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Figure 13. Trap configuration for quadrupolar excitation (left) and conventional dipolar excitation (right). In the present 
experiments, ions are axialized in the presence of buffer gas in the source trap (left) and then passed to the analyzer trap 
(right) for conventional high-resolution dipolar excitatioddetection at low pressure. 

is generated by inverse Fourier transform of a desired 
magnitude-mode excitation spectrum with appropri- 
ate phase Each SWIFT irradiation 
converts a fraction of the magnetron motional am- 
plitude into cyclotron motional amplitude (Figure 12, 
middle); during the interval between SWIFT excita- 
tions, the cyclotron motion quickly damps to near- 
zero radius (Figure 12, bottom), and the magnetron 
radius expands only slightly (see the previous sec- 
tion). The process is then repeated, thereby succes- 
sively reducing the magnetron radius stepwise to 
zero, and leaving the ions well localized near the 
center of the trap. Because the magnetron radius is 
reduced by only a few per cent by any one SWIFT 
irradiation, the azimuthal quadrupolar excitation 
process becomes linear,?O justifying the use of SWIFT 
excitation, as  we shall show below. 

V. Applications for Ion Axialization 
For optimal ICR detection, ions should initially 

possess zero kinetic energy and be located near the 
center of the trap. After excitation of cyclotron 
motion, ions have a relatively high velocity; thus, 
detection should be conducted at low pressure in 
order to avoid collisional damping of the cyclotron 
motion.78 As discussed in the previous sections, ion 
cyclotron and axial motions can be damped effectively 
by ion-neutral collisions, and magnetron radius can 
be reduced by azimuthal quadrupolar excitation in 
the presence of collisional damping. Unfortunately, 
in order to reduce the initial ion kinetic energy and 
localize ions to the center of the trap, one must carry 
out cooling and axialization procedures a t  relatively 
high collision gas pressure, which would appear to 
be incompatible with high mass-resolving power by 
conventional FT-ICR excitddetect procedures. 

However, ion axialization and ion detection need 
not take place a t  the same location and/or at the same 
time. An obvious solution is to axialize ions a t  high 
pressure in a first ICR ion trap, and then transport 
them to a second spatially separated trap at lower 
pressure for excitatioddetection. Alternatively, a 
buffer gas may be pulsed into the trap to provide for 
collisional damping during the axialization process, 
and then pumped away before excitatioddetection in 
the same trap. Both methods are in use. 

For the first method, we used a dual-trap instru- 
ment,4b in which ions were axialized a t  an argon 
pressure of -5 x Torr in a source trap for 10- 
30 s and then transferred through a conductance 

limit to an analyzer trap for high-resolution detec- 
tion. A schematic wiring diagram for producing 
azimuthal quadrupolar excitation in the source trap 
and carrying out dipolar excitatioddipolar detection 
in the analyzer trap is illustrated in Figure 13. The 
second method has been demonstrated by Speir et 
al. in a single-trap instrument for improvement of 
ion remeasurement efficiency,4’ as discussed below. 
Finally, we have also developed a multiply pulsed 
collision gas technique for ion axialization in a dual 
trap for further improving mass-resolving power of 
laser-desorbed ions.48 

Very rapid progress has been made in the applica- 
tion of ion axialization since it was introduced into 
the field of FT-ICR/MS in 1991. We conclude this 
review with a survey of extensions and applications. 

A. Prolonged and Efficient Ion Trapping at 
High-Collision Gas Pressure 

An important feature of the ion axialization tech- 
nique is its ability to trap ions at high neutral gas 
pressure for a long time period. Ions generated by a 
variety of ionization methods possess high kinetic 
and internal energy. However, a wide distribution 
in ion kinetic energy is undesirable for ion detection 
in any mass analyzer, including ICR. For example, 
for high-resolution mass analysis in a sector mass 
spectrometer, ion kinetic energy is first selected by 
an energy analyzer before ions are sent to the mass 
analyzer. Similarly, in time-of-flight instruments, 
ions with different kinetic energy spread out in space 
during their flight to the detector but may be 
refocused by a reflectron. 

A claimed advantage of a quadrupolar ion trap 
(&IT) mass spectrometer is the possibility of colli- 
sional cooling of ions due to its high operating 
pressure Torr buffer gas pressure). In a QIT, 
a high-frequency, high-amplitude rf driving voltage 
applied to the ring electrode of the trap generates an 
effective “pseudopotential” in which ions are trapped. 
The pseudopotential has an effective minimum a t  the 
center of the trap. Collisions with neutrals establish 
a thermal “equilibrium” and ion kinetic energy may 
be reduced to near thermal energy.7g 

An ICR ion trap has a “saddle-point” electrostatic 
potential which confines ions axially, but pushes ions 
radially outward (see Figure 1). In the absence of 
ion-neutral collisions, the magnetic field confines 
ions radially, because the ions have no way to convert 
their electrostatic radial potential energy into kinetic 
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energy. However, ion-neutral collisions allow ions 
to  “roll down” the magnetron potential hill and 
expand radially outward until they are lost from the 
trap. Rempel and Gross have applied an rf trapping 
method to trap ions at high pressure in an ICR ion 
trap.80 The rf driving voltage forms an azimuthal 
psuedopotential that confines the ions from escaping 
from the trap. Although trapping of ions at  high- 
collision gas pressure is achieved (over a limited m/z 
range), the high driving voltage amplitude may excite 
ions whenever they are not at the center of the trap. 

In ion axialization experiments, ions in any region 
of the trap are brought back to the center of the trap 
by application of low amplitude azimuthal quadru- 
polar excitation voltage on the electrodes parallel to 
the magnetic field. For example, at an argon pres- 
sure of 1 x Torr, a thermal ion of m/z 1000 
(hard-sphere model) collides about 400 times per 
second with Ar atoms. At 3 T, in a cubic trap of 5 
cm trap edge length, with 2 V dc applied to  each of 
the two trapping plates, the voltage required to 
confine the magnetron expansion is VZyo(l) x 0.02 V 
according to  eq 53, and the voltage to  achieve the 
maximum axialization rate is V,,d2) x 0.2 V, based 
on eq 54. Within the voltage range, V,,o(l) < V,,O < 
Vxyo(2), ion cyclotron radius remains near zero (cooled 
before axialization) and ions possess mainly potential 
(magnetron) energy. The speed of an ion at  1 cm 
magnetron radius is about 8 m/s (compared to 
thermal speed of -70 m/s for an ion of m/z 1000)-the 
kinetic energy of magnetron motion may thus be 
neglected. 

With the axialization method, ions may be trapped 
at a high collision gas pressure for a prolonged period 
allowing a large number of ion-neutral collisions. In 
an early experiment, benzene molecular ions were 
trapped for more than 20 s at 2 x Torr of Ar 
(i.e., -5000 ion-neutral  collision^).^^ The observed 
decrease in ion signal may be due to proton transfer 
from the axialized molecular ions to neutrals present 
in the trap. Figure 14 shows a more recent example, 
in which ions produced by ND:YAG laser desorption 
of a rhodamine 6G sample possess a radial motional 
component too large to allow transfer from the source 
to  the analyzer compartment of the ion trap (Figure 
14, second spectrum).46 Selective ion axialization can 
effectively bring to  the center axis of the trap only 
the protonated molecules ([M + HI+), which may then 
be transferred to the analyzer trap for detection 
(Figure 14, third spectrum). In fact, the ions may 
be trapped in the source trap for 500 s at -7 x 
Torr of Ar pressure, or > 10000 collisions (Figure 14, 
bottom spectrum). The observed loss of ion signal is 
possibly due to proton transfer from the pseudo- 
molecular ions to  neutrals in the source trap. The 
long trapping period allows very slow ion-molecule 
reactions to be observed. Also, it is possible to cool 
ion internal and kinetic energies to thermal tempera- 
ture and therefore avoid unimolecular decomposition 
due to high-energy deposition during ionization pro- 
cesses. 

Trapping efficiency is clearly enhanced by quadru- 
polar excitation/collisional cooling (see next section) 
because ion kinetic energy after ion formation, par- 
titioned into cyclctron, axial, and magnetron motions 
upon entry into the trap, is effectively removed. 

Guan et al. 
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Figure 14. Extended trapping by axialization of laser- 
desorbed rhodamine 6G protonated ions initially present 
in the source trap of Figure 12. The top spectrum shows 
detection in the source trap without axialization; second 
from top, detection in the analyzer trap (because of their 
large initial magnetron radius following laser desorption/ 
ionization, ions cannot be transferred to the analyzer trap, 
and no ICR signal is seen); third from top, protonated 
molecular ions subjected to 3 s of axialization at 5 x 
Torr of argon may then be selectively transferred to the 
analyzer for detection; bottom, ions axialized at 5 x 
Torr of argon for 500 s in the source trap (> 10000 collisions) 
are still available for transfer to the analyzer trap for 
detection. (Reprinted from ref 46. Copyright 1993 Ameri- 
can Chemical Society.) 

Axialization should therefore prove very useful in 
extending the m/z range of laser-desorbed ions de- 
tectable by FT-ICR/MS. High ion kinetic energy 
following the desorption event limits the highest 
observable m/z, because ions of high kinetic energy 
have large cyclotron radiis1 With our recently in- 
troduced thin gold film-assisted laser desorption/ 
ionization technique,s2 we have been able to  trap 
efficiently peptide ions up to m/z -2000 after axial- 
ization, even though the signal for the same ions 
without axialization was almost undetectable (Figure 
15). 

B. Enhanced Mass-Resolving Power 
Because ions can be cooled and axialized in the 

source trap and detected at a much lower pressure 
in the analyzer trap, high mass-resolving power may 
be achieved. Figure 16 shows FT-ICR mass spectra 
of pseudomolecular ions of rhodamine 6G. When 
detected in the source trap at a base pressure of 8 x 

Torr, the mass-resolving power, m/Am (in which 
A m  is the full peak width at  half height) is only 
-2400. Admission of Ar gas to  a pressure of 1.2 x 

Torr increases the mass-resolving power to  
-12000 despite the higher pressure (corresponding 
to  faster damping of the cyclotron motion). The 
increased mass-resolving power is likely due to the 
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Figure 15. Signal-to-noise ratio enhancement by axial- 
ization. Top: Gramicidin D quasimolecular ions, [M + K]+, 
generated by laser desorptiodionization are barely detect- 
able by conventional dipolar excitatioddetection in the 
source trap with the conventional source trap exciteldetect 
procedure. Bottom: Signal-to-noise ratio is vastly im- 
proved by 10 s of axialization before transfer to the 
analyzer trap for dipolar excitatioddetection. Reprinted 
from ref 82. Copyright 1993 American Chemical Society.) 
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Figure 16. Effect of buffer gas collisions with or without 
azimuthal quadrupolar excitation. Top: Detection of 
rhodamine 6G protonated molecular ions immediately after 
laser desorptiodionization from a sample-coated stainless 
steel plate yields poor mass-resolving power and low signal- 
to-noise ratio in the source trap. Middle: Addition of 1.2 
x Torr of Ar buffer gas improves mass-resolving power 
by a factor of -4.5, by collisional cooling. Bottom: Much 
higher resolving power (and thus higher signal-to-noise 
ratio as well) is obtained by azimuthal quadrupolar excita- 
tion in the presence of 1.2 x Torr of argon in the source 
trap followed by transfer to the analyzer trap for dipolar 
excitatioddetection. (Reprinted from ref 46. Copyright 
1993 American Chemcial Society.) 
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collisional cooling of ion initial kinetic energy prior 
to excitatioddetection. Because damping of cyclotron 
and axial motions is much faster than magnetron 
expansion, collisional cooling for a short period (-0.5 
s, without axialization) removes ion kinetic energy 
without causing significant ion cloud radial expan- 
sion. The collisionally cooled ions in Figure 16 
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Figure 17. Multiply-pulsed collision gas axialization with 
frequency drift correction for ultrahigh-resolution detection. 
Top: The time-domain ICR signal from laser-desorbed 
leucine enkephalin lasts for more than a minute. Middle: 
Space charge leads to an  inhomogeneously broad FT-ICR 
mass spectrum, due to ICR frequency drift during detec- 
tion. Bottom: Digital heterodyne frequency drift correction 
yields an ultrahigh-resolution FT-ICR mass spectrum. This 
mass spectrum reprresents the highest resolution yet 
reported for a laser-desorbed peptide. (Reprinted from ref 
48. Copyright 1993 Heyden + Son Ltd.) 

(middle) are therefore localized in a region of more 
homogeneous magnetic and electric field during 
excitation and detection; consequently, inhomoge- 
neous spectral broadening is reduced. However, due 
to the high pressure in the source trap, the time- 
domain ICR signal damps too quickly to  allow ultra- 
high mass-resolving power. If ions are axialized for 
5 s, the cooled ions may then be transferred to the 
analyzer trap where the pressure is about 2 orders 
of magnitude lower-they may be detected at much 
higher mass-resolving power (-144000).46 

Clearly it is desirable to  maintain the analyzer trap 
at the lowest pressure possible to achieve high mass- 
resolving power during detection. Axialization com- 
presses an ion cloud to very small radial dispersion 
and should therefore allow for use of a conductance 
limit smaller than the -2 mm diameter in our 
current instrument, to provide a larger pressure 
difference between the two ion traps. The analyzer 
trap pressure may be lowered even further by use of 
pulsed collision gas into the source trap for axializa- 
tion. In this way, it is possible to  obtain a long- 
lasting transient ICR signal: ’60 s for potassiated 
leucine enkephalin (Figure 17, top). According to the 
collisional damping model, the predicted mass- 
resolving power of the signal is > lo6. However, the 
spectrum obtained by direct Fourier transformation 
of the time-domain ICR signal shows a mass-resolv- 
ing power of “only” -297000 (Figure 17, middle), due 
to slow drift in cyclotron frequency during detection. 
For laser-desorbed potassiated leucine enkephalin 
ions, we have observed a large downward frequency 
drift (corresponding to -2 d z )  during data acquisi- 
tion after axialized ions have been transferred to the 
analyzer trap. 

In order to  eliminate the frequency drift effect from 
a spectrum, we devised a deconvolution method based 
on digital quadrature he te r~dyning .~~ In general, a 
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real time-domain signal may be converted into a 
complex form whose real and imaginary parts are 
obtained by multiplication of the original signal with 
a cosine and sine functions at a reference frequency. 
The frequency drift in the complex time-domain 
signal may then be expressed as a phase factor which 
may be eliminated from the signal. The frequency 
drift function is obtained by segmenting the original 
time-domain signal, Fourier transforming each of the 
successive segments, and polynomial fitting a plot of 
frequency vs time during the acquisition period. 
Time integration then yields the instantaneous phase 
of the detected frequency drifted signal.49 With this 
method, order-of-magnitude improvement in mass- 
resolving power for laser-desorbed potassiated leu- 
cine enkephalin could be achieved (Figure 17, bot- 
tom). The mass spectrum in Figure 17 (bottom) 
represents the highest mass-resolving power obtained 
to date for a laser-desorbed organic compound. Fi- 
nally, it is encouraging to note that the technique also 
removes frequency drifts from peaks other than the 
one yielding the correction coefficients. Thus, we also 
obtained improvement in mass-resolving power for 
several carbon-13 isotopic peaks of potassiated gram- 
icidin S49 and for fullerene anions throughout a 
range, 1400 I m/z I 1700 (Figure IS), even though 
only a single peak in the spectra was selected to  
construct the frequency drifted phase function. 

C. Mass-Select ive Axial izat ion 
The ion axialization method is inherently mass 

selective. For single-frequency azimuthal quadru- 
polar excitation, only ions resonant to  the excitation 
(i.e., excitation frequency equal to the unperturbed 
cyclotron frequency) will be axialized. This mass 
selectivity was noted for low-mass (high-frequency) 
ions in the first ion axialization experiments per- 
formed with FT-ICR d e t e ~ t i o n . ~ ~  The high degree of 
ion mass selectivity has been extended to high-mass 
(low-frequency) ions, i.e., selection of 12C84- from a 
mixture of fullerene anions, with no contamination 
by 12C84-n 13Cn-.46 

Another illustration of the selectivity of the axial- 
ization process at high mass is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Axialization for high-resolution mass selectiv- 
ity. A minor component, Au25-, from a mixture of gold 
cluster anions generated by a Nd:YAG laser pulse from a 
thin gold film (top) may be selectively axialized and 
transferred to the analyzer trap for detection (bottom). 
Such experiments make possible improved parent ion 
selectivity for MS/MS. 

Laser desorption of a gold film coated on a glass plate 
yields a wide distribution of gold cluster anions 
(Figure 19, top). The gold cluster Au25- may be 
selectively axialized from the Au,- mixture by ap- 
plication of quadrupolar excitation in an Ar atmo- 
sphere (4 x lo-’ Torr) followed by subsequent 
transfer to  the analyzer trap for excitation and 
detection (Figure 19, bottom). 

For analytical purposes, axialization of ions over 
a broad m/z range is highly desirable and (as dis- 
cussed in section IV) may be achieved by either of 
two recently developed methods. In the first method,50 
magnetron motion of ions in a broad m/z range is 
completely converted to cyclotron motion by a “n 
pulse” and axialization of those ions results from 
collisional damping of the cyclotron motion. We have 
produced complete conversion over a wide m/z range 
by use of an adiabatic rapid passage pulse.50 How- 
ever, as expected, mass selectivity is limited. The 
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Figure 20. Broad-band mass-selective axialization of poly- 
(ethylene glycol) ions. The spectrum shows top matrix- 
assisted laser desorptiodionization (355 nm third harmonic 
of Nd:YAG laser), dihydroxybenzene matrix doped with 
KBr and fructose, of a mixture of PEG 1000 and PEG 1500, 
showing quasi-molecular (M + K)+ ions ranging from 850 
I m/z 5 2,100; bottom, broad-band mass-selective axial- 
ization of ions of 1050 I m f z  < 1450. Note the sharp 
selectivity without loss in signal-to-noise ratio. 

theoretical basis of the second method50 is linear 
response theory which allows application of repeated 
low-amplitude SWIFT excitations to produce mag- 
netrodcyclotron conversion while maintaining a 
small “flip angle”. This second method has already 
shown excellent selectivity in axialization of ions over 
a broad m/z range, as nicely illustrated in Figure 20 
by highly mass-selective isolation of ions of 1050 I 
m/z I 1450 from a poly(ethy1ene glycol) sample 
(mixture of PEG 1000 and PEG 5000) originally 
containing components ranging from -850 I m/z I 
2100. (The ion relative abundances in the two 
spectra do not match exactly, presumably due to shot- 
to-shot variation in the laser desorptiodionization 
process, digital resolution, imperfection in the am- 
plitude uniformity of the broadband axialization 
excitation, and mass discrimination in transfer from 
source to analyzer traps.) 

In an ICR ion trap with perfectly quadrupolar 
electrostatic trapping potential and spatially uniform 
dipolar excitation and detection fields, mass selectiv- 
ity from axialization of ions of desired mh range(s) 
should be comparable to  that obtained by selective 
dipolar SWIFT radial ejection of ions of the comple- 
mentary undesired m/z Nevertheless, 
we believe that axialization is preferable for several 
reasons. First, axialization requires relatively low 
amplitude excitation voltage to  keep ions near the 
center of the trap, whereas radial ejection requires 
higher excitation voltage because ions must be driven 
to the walls of the trap to achieve radial ejection. 
Second, for the common case that ions of a single or 
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Figure 21. CID improved by axialization of parent ions. 
The top is a FT-ICR mass spectrum of laser-desorbed 
endohedral fullerene cations, Lam,+; middle, selective 
axialization of La@CSz+ ions; bottom, FT-ICR mass spec- 
trum following collisional activation by single-frequency 
dipolar excitation in the analyzer trap-note the loss of CZ 
units in the product ions, confirming that the La atom is 
indeed inside the fullerene cage. 

very narrow range of m/z values are selected, qua- 
drupolar excitation is narrow band whereas radial 
ejection is broad band, so that axialization requires 
even lower amplitude. Third, the axialization mass 
selectivity demonstrated here was achieved with a 
relatively large conductance limit aperture (2 mm 
diameter); higher selectivity could be achieved with 
a smaller conductance limit aperture. 

D. Improved Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID) 
Performance 

High-mass selectivity for ion isolation is most 
obviously useful for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/ 
MS) applications. We have improved MS/MS per- 
formance by axialization of parent andor product 
ions. For example, for parent ion isolation in CID of 
metal-containing fullerene cations, a broad-band 
positive-ion Nd:YAG laser desorptiodionization FT- 
ICR mass spectrum of lanthum-doped fullerene soot 
shows a variety of fullerene and La@,+ ions, 60 I 
n 5 88 (Figure 21, top). From this mixture, La@CSz+ 
ions were selectively axialized in the source side trap 
while ions of all other m/z were allowed to undergo 
magnetron expansion. Because the other ions then 
all have large magnetron radii, only La@CSZ+ ions 
survive after subsequent ion transfer to  the analyzer 
trap (Figure 21, middle). Conventional resonant CID 
experiments may be carried out on the isolated ions 
by pulsing Ar collision gas in the analyzer trap.89 Loss 
of CZ and Cd units to  form the products La@Csa+ and 
La@c7~+ (Figure 21, bottom) is consistent with an 
endohedral structure for La@C82. In these experi- 
ments, no low-mass products are observed, presum- 
ably because low-mass product ions are not efficiently 
trapped because they are formed off-axis and are lost 
by magnetron expansion at  high pressure during 
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Figure 22. CID improved by axialization of product ions. 
Top: Laser-desorbed potassiated gramcidin S ions in the 
source trap may be axialized and transferred to the 
analyzer trap for detection. Middle: Sustained off- 
resonant excitation of the parent (M + K)+ ions with 
simultaneous broad-band axialization of CID product ions 
in the source trap makes possible transfer of the product 
ions to the analyzer trap for high-resolution detection. 
Bottom: Scale expansion near d z  610 to show the un- 
precedented uniformly high resolution (20000-30000) for 
CID product ions throughout the mass range. (Reprinted 
from ref 94. Copyright 1994 American Chemical Society.) 

pulsed collision gas introduction, and/or because a 
low-mass product ion acquires high kinetic energy 
from the collision that formed it, and may be ejected 
during the final cyclotron excitation event. 

In order to  dissociate a large biopolymer ion, it is 
necessary to  deposit a large amount of energy into 
the ion. Off-resonant e x c i t a t i ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and phase-shifted 
e x c i t a t i ~ n ~ ~ , ~ ~  in the presence of collision gas allow 
ion cyclotron motion to  be excited and deexcited 
periodically, so that the maximum cyclotron radius 
can be relatively (and controllably) small. During the 
necessarily long excitation period for either method, 
product ions may be lost from the trap due to 
magnetron expansion during excitation at the high 
collision gas pressure necessary for CID. We have 
developed a novel CID/axialization method in which 
the source trap excitation and detection electrodes 
are connected so as to  allow for simultaneous azi- 
muthal quadrupolar and normal dipolar excitation. 
Isolated parent ions are thereby subjected to off- 
resonance dipolar excitation while a simultaneous 
train of SWIFT excitation pulses in quadrupolar 
mode achieves broad band axialization of product 
ions spanning a wide m/z range. In this manner, we 
were able to  recover many sequence-specific product 
ions from CID of potassiated gramicidin S. Mass- 
resolving power greater than 20000 has been achieved 
for product ions over an m/z range of 600 (see Figure 

Other potential applications of axialization for 
tandem mass spectrometry include photodissociation 
and surface-induced dissociation (SID). Because 
parent ions may be axialized to a small and narrow 
radial distribution, a laser can be tightly focused on 
the ions for predicted improved photodissociation 
efficiency. Of course, trapping of the product ions 
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Figure 23. Microscopic model for frictional damping of 
cyclotron motion of heavy ions colliding with light neutrals, 
if the initial magnetron radius is zero. Following dipolar 
resonant excitation, ions travel in a large-radius cyclotron 
orbit (thick circle). The first collision slows the ion but does 
not significantly change its direction, thereby shrinking the 
cyclotron radius and shifting its center to the right. A 
second collision on the opposite side of the cyclotron orbit 
shrinks the cyclotron radius again and shifts the center to 
the left. The effect of many such collisions at various phase 
positions around the cyclotron orbit is to slow the ion by 
many small steps, so that the ion spirals back to rest at 
the center of its original cyclotron orbit circle. 

from either photodissociation or SID could be im- 
proved by the axialization method. 

E. Ion Remeasurement 
High-mass ions (e.g., laser-desorbed or electro- 

sprayed proteins) are often available only in rela- 
tively low numbers. However, following conventional 
dipolar resonant cyclotron excitation, collisions of 
high-mass ions with low-mass neutrals have the 
effect of frictional damping of the cyclotron motion, 
so that such ions may be reexcited and detected again 
and again, provided that the initial magnetron radius 
is zero.31 The mechanism for the damping is shown 
in Figure 23. After a heavy ion is excited to  a large- 
radius (-0.5-1.0 cm) cyclotron orbit, a collision with 
a light neutral slows the ion but does not significantly 
deflect its direction. The ion cyclotron radius, which 
is proportional to ion speed, therefore shrinks slightly, 
and the center of the cyclotron orbit shifts away from 
the center of the trap to  yield a nonzero magnetron 
radius. However, if the next collision occurs on the 
other side of the cyclotron orbit (i.e., at  180" different 
cyclotron phase), then the next shrinkage of the ICR 
orbital radius shifts the cyclotron orbit center back 
toward the center of the trap. In the limit that each 
collision shrinks the cyclotron radius by an amount 
small compared to that cyclotron radius, the process 
may be modeled as frictional damping,25 and the ion 
trajectory is a spiral of decreasing radius, eventually 
driving the ion back to the center of the trap, after 
which the ion may be reexcited and redetected. The 
preceding argument of course requires that the ion 
have zero initial magnetron radius; otherwise, the 
same frictional damping that reduces the cyclotron 
radius to  zero will also exponentially increase the 
magnetron radius. 

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that prior 
axialization of an ensemble of ions of various initial 
magnetron radii should greatly improve the efficiency 
of remeasurement. Speir et ~ 1 . ~ '  have shown that 
prior axialization improves the efficiency of remea- 
surement to  >99.5%. For example, Figure 24 shows 
improvement by a factor of 10 in signal-to-noise ratio 
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CID efficiency, improved ion capture efficiency, and 
higher ion remeasurement efficiency. 

Future improvements should include the use of a 
smaller conductance limit aperture for improved 
differential pumping and higher mass-resolving power, 
and use of “shaped-pulse” techniques from FT-NMR 
spectroscopy for improved broad-band axialization 
performance. Future applications should include 
improved efficiency for photodissociation (since ions 
can be packed closer together to  intercept all of the 
laser beam), as well as direct detection of optical 
absorption of trapped mass-selected ions. Optically 
detected magnetic resonance and even direct mag- 
netic resonance detection of mass-selected trapped 
ions now appear feasible, as we hope to demonstrate 
experimentally in the near future. 
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Figure 24. Axialization for improved efficiency of ion 
remeasurement. The top is a FT-ICR mass spectrum of 
single-shot laser-desorbed rhodamine 6G; bottom, mass 
spectrum of ions from another single shot following 200 
remeasurements, with axialization between each successive 
remeasurement. The insets show that mass-resolving 
power is not degraded by the multiple remeasurement 
process. Note the order-of-magnitude improvement in 
signal-to-noise ratio. (Reprinted from ref 47. Copyright 
1993 American Chemical Society.) 

without loss in mass-resolving power for a laser 
desorption FT-ICR mass spectrum of rhodamine 6G, 
as a result of 200 remeasurements of the same ions. 
Alternatively, the same authors also note that several 
different experiments (e.g., different bandwidths) 
may be conducted by remeasurement of the same 
initial ion ensemble. 

F. Ion Capture Efficiency from External Ion 
Injection 

Another obvious application for axialization is for 
improved efficiency in injection of externally formed 
ions into an ICR ion trap. The problem is that during 
injection of ions from a low-current continuous ion 
beam, the ions=which arrive first in the trap begin to  
diffuse radially outward due to collision-induced 
magnetron orbit expansion. Thus, by the time later- 
arriving ions show up, the ions which arrived earlier 
have leaked out, so that it is impossible to  fill the 
trap with ions even after an indefinitely long injection 
period. Therefore, it is preferable to  fill the trap with 
ions from a series of pulsed injections (each ac- 
companied by pulsed buffer gas during axialization), 
as recently demonstrated by Hasse et ~ 1 . ~ ~  for Au,+ 
ions, for a continuous beam of electrosprayed ions of 
a single m/z ratio,96 and for continuously injected ions 
of a wide range of mJz r a t i ~ . ~ ~ , ~ ~  

VI. Conclusions and Future Directions 
Ion axialization by quadrupolar excitatiodcolli- 

sional cooling is still a very new technique. Never- 
theless, it already has an assured place in the arsenal 
of FT-ICR techniques for improved signal-to-noise 
ratio, improved mass-resolving power, extended ion- 
trapping period for efficient cooling of internally 
excited ions and study of slow unimolecular pro- 
cesses, higher mass selectivity for MS/MS, higher 
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